
Tuncurry, 21/2-6 Taree Street
OCEAN VIEW PARADISE IN TUNCURRY

* Spectacular 2 x bedroom, 1 x bathroom unit with ocean views
* Secure single garage and internal laundry;
* Generous living spaces and a cosy balcony.

Enjoy stunning vistas of the ocean overlooking the new water park in Tuncurry
from the comfort of your home. This two bedroom unit offers a secure complex,
complete with a lock-up ,single garage, providing peace of mind and
convenience. With expansive living areas and bedrooms, including a master
bedroom featuring a mirrored built-in robe, this unit offers ample space for
comfortable living.

Nestled in the heart of Tuncurry, this magnificent two bedroom unit presents an
unrivalled opportunity for seaside living.  Boasting breathtaking vistas of the
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sparkling ocean and the newly-developed water park, this property offers an
idyllic and picturesque setting that epitomises coastal living at its finest.

Upon entry, the property greets you with a sense of security and exclusivity within
a well-maintained complex. The convenience of a lock-up single garage ensures
not only a safe parking space but also ease of access.

This unit features an internal laundry, offering practicality and convenience for
daily living needs. The full bathroom is well-appointed with both a bath and a
shower, ensuring comfort.
Stepping outside, a charming balcony awaits, perfect for hosting gatherings or
simply relaxing while taking in the mesmerizing ocean views. Whether it is
savouring your morning coffee or enjoying the sunset with friends and family, this
space is an ideal spot for leisure and entertainment.

This property offers an exceptional opportunity for those seeking a coastal
lifestyle combined with the convenience of a secure complex and spacious, well-
designed living areas. Don't miss out on the chance to make this stunning unit
your new home.

Fees and rates are as follows:
Council & water rates - $716.31 per 1/4;
Strata levies - $813.76 per 1/4.

Contact David Hochkins on 0437 546 302 today to arrange a private viewing and
experience the beauty and comfort this residence has to offer.
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